GOHSEP SPECIAL WEATHER REPORT
14 April 2015

SITUATION: This active wet pattern will continue through most of the week as an upper level low moves through the area before tapering off late this weekend. Widespread showers and storms are expected to be very effective rainfall producers, keeping precipitation water values well above normal. Forecasted rainfall amounts for today will range from 2-4 inches with an additional 1-3 inches through the remainder of the week, however local heavier amounts will be possible.

FORECAST for LOUISIANA

Southeast Louisiana: Heavy rainfall with a marginal risk for severe thunderstorms is expected today and early this afternoon for much of the outlook area. The primary threat will be damaging wind gusts from 45 to nearly 60 mph from the strongest storms. Frequent lightening and periods of torrential rainfall will also accompany any storms today. A Flash Flood Warning is in effect until later this afternoon for locations generally south of the I-10 and I-12 corridors. This watch may be extended and expanded into the latter part of the week depending on the amount of rainfall that occurs. The heavy rain threat will continue through Friday with thunderstorms possible each day through Monday.